
A HISTORY OF THE WORK AND ACHIEVEMENTS OF MICHAEL DELL

carriagehouseautoresto.com shows how Michael Dell helped launch the personal than $24 billion, making it one of the
biggest buyouts in recent history.

The envy of CEOs everywhere By early , at the age of twenty, Dell had thirty employees working for him.
You know, year-old, year-old kids like to do stuff like that. Convinced that the key to achieving this goal lay
in reducing the frequency hard drives were handled during assembly, Dell insisted that the number of
"touches" be dramatically cut down from the existing level of more than  It was a really fun hobby for me
because I was really interested in computers, and it provided a little extra income, so I could buy the latest
stereo and whatever I wanted to buy. Dell also reduced inventory lead time to several hours. But Dell wasn't
about to give up the lucrative consumer market. Dell Computer It was in college that Dell found the niche that
would become his boom. First he hired Thomas J. He sought the wisdom of experienced executives early in
the company's history. Michael Dell: Yeah, yeah. After going public in and being listed in many of the most
renowned trading indexes, Michael Dell took the company private with an acquisition in , in what was the
biggest management buyout since the Great Recession. The advantage of custom configuration and a direct
relationship with customers meant that Dell did not have to guess what a customer might want then attempt to
inventory and sell preconfigured computers, as the competition tended to do. In Apple Computers released the
Apple II, considered by many to be the first true personal computer. Dell took this as a sign it was time to
move his burgeoning business off campus. For Dell, focusing on the customer meant value at low cost with
excellent service. When I was a freshman at the University of Texas, I was going to school and had every
intention of going to school. It was ironic that when Dell made big mistakes, those mistakes conflicted with
his most cherished ideas: to manage inventory, to focus on the customer, and to sell direct to the customer.
The three men shared the responsibilities until Topfer left in  Together, the Dells have shown a willingness to
spread their wealth. The following year they founded Apple Computers and released the Apple I.


